Stoke Pond Charity Report 2nd May 2021

Stoke Pond Charity Match
With the forecast for the day set fair and the water looking well coloured first thing
during pegging out prospects for the day looked good. Sam did the draw at the Hall
and all members were anticipating a good day as they made their way down to the
pond. Aaron drew the hot peg so the pressure was on him.
12 fished with the following results;
1. Aaron Drayton

46.10,

peg 4

£40

2. Andy Burns

33.15,

peg 8

£35

3. Jamie Rich

29.04,

peg 11

£30

4. Andrew Phillip

18.09,

peg 3

£25

5. Chris Norton

18.08,

peg 9

Section B £15

6. Chris White

14.07,

peg 1

Section A £15

7. David Hilton

9.07,

peg 2

8. Rob Cox

9.03,

peg 7

9. Jake Berkley

8.06,

peg 10

10. Dennis Hawkins

6.01,

peg 12

11. Harry Robert Hebditch 5.14,

peg 6

12. Sam Hinton

peg 5

1.01,

Best Silvers £20

This time the weights were spread out a lot better with a lot of good silvers caught
particularly skimmers which seem to be coming on in leaps and bounds. At the cost
of some lost rigs Aaron had an all carp catch of 46.02 from the pipe swim and Andy
Burns, fishing the method feeder, did really well for his 33.15 from peg 8, which is
not regarded as a very productive swim, so well done him. As always Jamie Rich was
up there with a nice mixed bag of silvers (6.06) and carp (22.14) all on the pole (of
course!!!). Harry surprised himself clinching the silvers spot with 5.14.
A very enjoyable day was had by all with the charity £120 to the good with the
running total now standing at £561.Thanks for all your support and to the Hebditch
family for the use of the pond. The next charity match on the pond will be on the 23
May; names and final instructions will be posted in due course.

